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OGRA RELATED NEWS
Panic as petroleum dealers go on strike
Panic gripped cities across the country on Wednesday as petroleum
dealers were all set to go on a nationwide strike for an indefinite period
starting today (Thursday) in protest against low profit margin while the
Petroleum Division said that it had moved a summary to the Economic
Coordination Committee of the Cabinet (ECC) recommending an
increase in the dealers’ share.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2331013/panic-as-petroleum-dealers-goon-strike
Petroleum Dealers Association announces countrywide strike from tomorrow
ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Petroleum Dealers Association (PPDA) on
Wednesday announced to observe a countrywide strike from
tomorrow (November 25) over alleged government negligence in
increasing the dealer’s margin to six percent.
https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2021/11/24/petroleum-dealersassociation-announces-countrywide-strike-from-tomorrow/
Oil tankers, dealers divided over countrywide strike issue
ISLAMABAD - The oil tankers and dealers associations have been
divided over the issue of countrywide strike as the Oil Tanker
Association has announced its non-participation in the strike, on
Thursday, called by All Pakistan Oil Dealers Association.
https://nation.com.pk/25-Nov-2021/oil-tankers-dealers-divided-overcountrywide-strike-issue
PSO, Shell, TOTAL to keep outlets open
The Petroleum Dealers Association has decided to go on strike from
today (Thursday morning) over the government’s failure to increase its
margin on motor gasoline and diesel by 25.20 percent. The existing
dealers' margin on petrol stands at Rs3.91 per liter and the association
wants it to be at Rs4.90.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/911503-pso-shell-total-to-keepoutlets-open
Body formed to enhance oil storage capacity at Keamari
ISLAMABAD: The Cabinet Committee on Energy (CCoE) has
constituted a Committee under the chairmanship of Special Assistant
to the Prime Minister on CPEC, Khalid Mansoor, for preparation of oil
storage capacity enhancement plan at Keamari, keeping in view
existing storage capacities at ports, official sources told Business
Recorder.
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40135738
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PSO, Shell Pakistan, Total stations to remain open today
ISLAMABAD: The Petroleum Division, on Wednesday, stated that
petrol stations owned by oil marketing companies (OMCs) including
the Pakistan State Oil (PSO), Shell Pakistan, Total will remain open
today (Thursday).
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40135722
Petrol strike: These PSO, Shell petrol pumps are operational across country
Pakistanis are on a look out for petrol after Pakistan Petroleum
Dealers Association (PPDA) announced to go on strike today
(Thursday).
https://dailytimes.com.pk/845960/petrol-strike-these-pso-shell-petrolpumps-are-operational-across-country/
Fewer COCO pumps open as private companies struggle to respond
Amid a nationwide strike by petroleum dealers, oil companies were
expected to ensure that their company-owned company-operated
(COCO) pumps remain operational. However, fewer than expected
pumps were seen open on Thursday morning and companies were
charting out their plans.
https://www.samaa.tv/money/2021/11/fewer-coco-pumps-open-asprivate-companies-struggle-to-respond/
Cannot increase petrol prices to benefit few companies, says Hammad
Federal Minister for Energy Hammad Azhar said on Thursday that
petrol prices cannot be increased by Rs9 merely to benefit a few
companies.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2331026/cannot-increase-petrol-pricesto-benefit-few-companies-says-hammad
Petrol stations witness long queues
Long queues of vehicles were seen at petrol pumps across the country
as the Pakistan Petroleum Dealers Association announced a
nationwide strike and closure of fuel stations from tomorrow
(Thursday).
https://nation.com.pk/25-Nov-2021/petrol-stations-witness-longqueues
Long queues at petrol stations in major cities as citizens rush to refuel ahead
of strike
Traffic jams were reported in major cities across the country and long
queues were seen at petrol stations on Wednesday as citizens rushed
to refuel their vehicles ahead of the nationwide strike by the petroleum
dealers association, which said fuel stations will remain closed in the
country starting Thursday (today).
https://www.dawn.com/news/1660005/long-queues-at-petrol-stationsin-major-cities-as-citizens-rush-to-refuel-ahead-of-strike
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OGRA warns of action against disrupted oil supply at petrol pumps
ISLAMABAD – Taking notice of entities striving to disrupt oil supplies
at petrol pumps, Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority has warned of strict
action.
https://en.dailypakistan.com.pk/25-Nov-2021/ogra-warns-of-actionagainst-disrupted-oil-supply-at-petrol-pumps
OGRA warns elements attempting to disrupt fuel supply chain of ‘strict action’
ISLAMABAD, Nov 24 (APP):Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA)
on Wednesday took a serious notice of the ‘people/entities’ who were
making attempts to disrupt the fuel supply chain at petrol pumps in the
pretext of their demand to increase dealers’ profit margin.
https://www.app.com.pk/national/ogra-warns-elements-attemptingto-disrupt-fuel-supply-chain-of-strict-action/
Ogra warns of strict action over hindering fuel supply to petrol pumps
ISLAMABAD: Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) has taken
notice of disruption being created in fuel supply nationwide and
warned that strict action would be taken over hindering supply to petrol
pumps, ARY NEWS reported.
https://arynews.tv/ogra-warns-of-strict-action-over-hindering-fuelsupply-to-petrol-pumps/
Some petrol pumps open, long lines, dealers strike for profit
Motorists driving through Karachi’s Sharae Faisal experienced one of
the worst traffic delays on Wednesday evening as long queues formed
on petrol pumps along this key artery of the city hours before a
nationwide strike announced by the Pakistan Petroleum Dealers
Association (PPDA) was to begin.
https://www.samaa.tv/news/2021/11/pso-petrol-pumps-to-stay-openduring-nationwide-strike/
People face long queues, hassles in quest to get petrol during strike
The nationwide strike of petrol dealers from Thursday for an indefinite
period has caused panic and hassle as people swarmed to petrol
pumps Wednesday night to refuel.
https://www.aaj.tv/news/30272098/
Amid strike-call, PSO and Shell say these petrol stations are still operating
In a bid to facilitate the public, oil marketing companies including
Pakistan State Oil (PSO) and Shell have released a list of their
company-operated and company-owned fuel stations opened in
different cities of Pakistan.
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40135795
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Energy minister tells petroleum dealers 'legitimate' demands will be met,
urges them to reconsider strike
After the Pakistan Petroleum Dealers Association's (PPDA)
nationwide strike against the government's failure to increase their
profit margin began on Thursday, Energy Minister Hammad Azhar said
their legitimate demands will be accepted but warned that those
seeking a nine-rupee raise will be disappointed.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1660178/energy-minister-tellspetroleum-dealers-legitimate-demands-will-be-met-urges-them-toreconsider-strike
All petrol pumps to remain open across country: Petroleum Division
The Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) has announced that the
petrol pumps will remain open across the country tomorrow
(Thursday).
https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/911354-all-petrol-pumps-toremain-open-across-country-petroleum-division
People face long queues, hassles in quest to get petrol during strike
The nationwide strike of petrol dealers from Thursday for an indefinite
period has caused panic and hassle as people swarmed to petrol
pumps Wednesday night to refuel.
https://www.aaj.tv/news/30272098/
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